Individuals with bipolar disorder typically exhibit changes in the acoustics of their speech. Mobile health systems seek to model these changes to automatically detect and correctly identify current states in an individual and to ultimately predict impending mood episodes. We have developed a program, PRIORI (Predicting Individual Outcomes for Rapid Intervention), that analyzes acoustics of speech as predictors of mood states from mobile smartphone data. Mood prediction systems generally assume that the symptomatology of an individual can be modeled using patterns common in a cohort population due to limitations in the size of available datasets. However, individuals are unique. This paper explores person-level systems that can be developed from the current PRIORI database of an extensive and longitudinal collection composed of two subsets: a smaller labeled portion and a larger unlabeled portion. The person-level system employs the unlabeled portion to extract i-vectors, which characterize single individuals. The labeled portion is then used to train person-level and population-level supervised classifiers, operating on the i-vectors and on speech rhythm statistics, respectively. The unification of these two approaches results in a significant improvement over the base-line system, demonstrating the importance of a multi-level approach to capturing depression symptomatology.
Introduction
Bipolar disorder (BP) is a severe and chronic illness characterized by pathological swings in mood, ranging from mania to depression [1] . It affects 2.6% of American adults [2] and has devastating effects on an individual's life, family, and work [3] . It is among the top 10 leading causes of disability in the United States [4] with up to 20% of people affected taking their own life [1] . These negative effects increase the necessity and urgency of monitoring and prioritizing care to mitigate serious episodes. To this end, mobile health technology can be useful for longitudinal monitoring the health of individuals [5] [6] [7] . In this paper, we use speech gathered from mobile phone conversations during the PRIORI project [8, 9] to train models for predicting depression in patients with BP. The proposed techniques exploit both population-general and subject-specific knowledge.
Speech is modulated by the mood of an individual [10] . In particular, the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAMD) [11] , lists speech retardation as one of the indicators of depression. Previous work showed that it is possible to augment the clinical diagnosis of depression with objective rating by automatic detection from speech [12] [13] [14] . This could be used to help to better target care to those most in need and help in areas with scarce resources [15] . However, variations in individual symptoms make the adoption of such a system difficult.
Many computational models have been proposed to predict depression from speech [6, [12] [13] [14] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These models are normally trained to capture common patterns in cohorts due to limitations in the size of available datasets. For example, [16] explores the performance of common speaker-independent classifiers for detection of depression. Additionally, [17] compares Guassian Mixture Model (GMM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers using only formant frequencies and their dynamics. Subject-independent systems using i-vectors have recently been proposed for depression detection [14, [18] [19] [20] . One important issue of using i-vectors for depression detection is the limited dataset available [21] . [14] proposes an oversampling approach to increase the number of available utterances.
There are a limited number of systems that leverage speaker-specific information in their classifiers. The work reported in [6] incorporates speech patterns along with other sensor modalities collected from smartphone devices to predict mood using a subject-specific classifier. Additionally, the work by Vanello's group [12, 13] found that jitter, pitch, and pitch contours were effective indicators of mood from a subjectspecific perspective. However, in order to detect mood effectively on a large scale it is necessary to both understand population level indicators in addition to subject-specific variations.
The PRIORI database is a longitudinal collection of cellphone speech data from individuals with BP [8, 9] . It contains a considerable amount of data for each participant. This enables us to capture subject-specific as well as population-general aspects of speech. In this paper, we use an SVM trained with rhythm to characterize population-general speech [9] . We propose the use of i-vectors [22] extracted over Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coeffiients (MFCC) to capture mood variation at the subject-level using a speaker-dependent SVM. We leverage the large unlabeled subset of our data to circumvent the sparsity problems that often accompany i-vector extraction. Further, we employ the Within-Class Covariance Normalization (WCCN) technique [23] on the total variability subspace to alleviate the undesirable effect of mobile phone channels.
The main novelty of our approach is our fusion of a subject-specific system using unlabeled personal calls with a population-general system for the detection of depression from BP speech. The experiments compared this fusion with the baseline system from [9] , which modeled rhythm features in a population-general manner. Our results showed significant improvement from the baseline with the unweighted average recall (UAR) increasing from .66±.11 to .73±.09 and the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC) increasing from .69±.15 to .78±.12. This shows the importance of using both cohort and subject-specific knowledge when modeling mood. 
PRIORI Dataset
The PRIORI dataset is a large-scale collection of smartphone conversational speech from individuals with BP. The inclusion criteria are a diagnosis of BP type I or II and the exclusion criteria are a history of substance abuse and/or co-morbid neurological illness. Participants are enrolled for 6-12 months and are given a smartphone with a secure recording application installed, which records their side of every call made. The PRIORI dataset currently contains data from 43 participants with an average collection duration of 21.2±14.2 weeks per subject, including 39,445 calls and over 2,880 hours of speech. Participant mood is assessed weekly, over the phone, by a member of the study team using the Hamilton Depression Scale (HAMD) [11] and the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) [24] . These calls are referred to as assessment calls. The dataset includes 933 recorded weekly clinical assessments, 23 of which were transcribed for algorithm development. All other calls are referred to as personal calls. These calls are neither annotated nor transcribed to protect patient privacy. The data include phone calls collected only when an individual was not using the speaker phone. See [9] for more details.
This paper focuses on depression. The labels are binned into three categories: euthymic, depressed, and excluded. Euthymic is defined as a score of six or less on both the HAMD and YMRS scales. Depressed is defined as a score of ten or greater on the HAMD and less than ten on the YMRS, as in [9] . The goal of this paper is to differentiate between euthymic and depressed speech. The speech in the excluded class is not considered. See Table 1 for the data distribution.
Feature Extraction

Rhythm
Depressed individuals exhibit speech that is slowed and has frequent pauses [1] . The rhythm features are extracted and normalized, which was shown effective in previous work [9] . Only assessment calls are used in rhythm extraction.
Segmentation: Calls are segmented using a noise-robust method by Sadjadi and Hansen [25] which compensates for variations in background noise. Their algorithm extracts five representations of speech likelihood including: harmonicity, clarity, prediction gain, periodicity, and perceptral spectral flux. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed to combine them into a single signal by taking the largest eigenvalue. We extend this approach by first converting this signal into contiguous speech segments. We then smooth the signal with a Hanning window of 25ms and normalize it by subtracting by the 5th percentile over the call and dividing by the standard deviation to ensure comparability between calls. Segments of 25ms are created whenever this signal exceeds a 1.8 threshold. This forms a set of overlapping segments which are merged, removing any silence less than 700ms. We determined these parameters by validating over the transcribed assessments. Segments longer than 2s are further divided into subsegments of 2s with 1s over- lap. Constant segment size is used to ensure that variations in features are only due to variations in rhythm [9] .
Rhythm Features: The rhythm features are calculated for each subsegment using an algorithm by Tilsen and Arvaniti [26] . The audio envelope is extracted and the spectral power ratio and centroid are determined. The first two intrinsic mode functions (IMF) are then extracted using empirical mode decomposition [27] . The power ratio between the two IMFs, as well as the mean and standard deviation of their instantaneous frequencies are calculated. This forms a total of seven segmentlevel statistics that have shown to be related to syllable-and word-level rhythm [26] . A total of 31 statistics [9] are used to form the call level feature vector of 217 dimensions.
i-vectors
Subject-specific mood variation is captured in the i-vector space. Recent works have confirmed the efficacy of this technique for predicting depression over a cohort population [14, [18] [19] [20] .
i-vector Formulation: Speech contains many sources of variability, including identity [22] , age [28] , gender [28] , and critically, mood [14] . These variations can be captured using the i-vector technique. Its underlying assumption is that factors of variation lie in a low-dimensional subspace spanned by the columns of the total variability matrix T , a low-rank rectangular matrix. An arbitrary speech instance, u, can be represented by a GMM mean supervector, M (u), which is modeled by:
where m is the supervector constructed from the Universal Background Model (UBM) trained using all personal call data, w(u) ∼ N (0, I) is an utterance-dependent identity vector (ivector) [22] . The total variability matrix is trained using an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm introduced in [29] . Acoustic Features: 19 MFCCs and log energy are extracted using a 25ms Hamming window with 10ms step from the calls with longer than five seconds of speech. They are normalized using utterance-level Cepstral Mean and Variance Normalization (CMVN) [30] to compensate for background and channel noise. This 20-dimensional feature vector is applied to a feature warping [31] with 3 second sliding window. The final feature set contains the MFCCs/log energy, their ∆, and ∆∆.
i-vector Extraction: Figure 1 shows the system developed for extracting i-vectors. We train the UBM (2048 Gaussians) and total variability matrix (400 dimensions) using the acoustic features. Then we extract assessment i-vectors and apply WCCN [23] on them to compensate for residual channel effect.
Feature Normalization:
Both feature sets are normalized using the mean and standard deviation of each subject. Additionally, each fold is globally normalized so that a mean of zero and standard deviation of one is attained across all subjects.
Data Modeling
SVMs [32] are used to classify both types of features. SVMs find the boundary that maximally separates two classes. We use either a linear or radial basis function (RBF) kernel. We weight the samples to accommodate for class imbalance. Finally, the output score is the signed distance to the hyperplane.
Various divisions between training, testing, and validation folds are used in this paper and are defined below:
• Population-General Validation: Testing and validation are performed on all subjects, leaving one subject out at a time.
It builds a system that is generalized to work on previously unseen individuals. Subject-independent validation is used. We require that subjects have at least six calls, including at least two euthymic and two depressed, to ensure enough data for normalization and performance metric calculation. This baseline system was presented in our prior work [9] .
• Subject-Specific Validation: Only data from one subject is used. During testing and validation one call is left out. This produces a system that can adapt to the features of an individual. Validation is performed over 10 folds or fewer if there are less than 10 calls. Only subjects with at least four euthymic and four depressed calls are used to ensure enough training data. This system is used for i-vectors because they are suited to subject-specific modeling, as explained in Section 8.
• Hybrid Validation: A hybrid approach of the above two systems. Calls across all subjects are used. We perform validation by leaving one call out. This system uses information from both the subject of the test call and the population. Validation is performed over 10 folds with calls from all subjects distributed across folds. Only subjects with at least six calls, including at least two euthymic and two depressed, are used.
The kernel type and parameters (cost, gamma) as well as feature set size are selected during validation. Features are ranked using a heuristic of Weighted Information Gain (WIG) to correct for subject label imbalances. This is implemented by weighted entropy as described in [33] . Each sample weight is set to the number of subject calls divided by the number of calls in the subject with the same label. This ensures that the sum of subject weights is proportional to its total number of samples, while also giving minority and majority labels equal weight. Only the test performances of subjects used in all systems are reported to make system results comparable.
Fusion
Four fusion methods (Figure 2 ) are considered to determine the effect of combining cohort and person-specific knowledge.
Feature Fusion: Rhythm and i-vectors are concatenated into one feature vector. Hybrid validation is then performed.
Decision Fusion: We train a rhythm population-general model and an i-vector subject-specific model. SVM outputs from both models are normalized using a sigmoid to ensure they are comparable. We determine the ideal weight (λ) to combine these systems for each test call using subject-specific validation. We find the population-general scores (P G) for the system trained using all but the test subject. We determine the subject-specific scores (SS) through validation by leaving one additional call out. This is necessary because test subject data is used in the model. Equation 2 shows the fusion scores (F ):
A higher weight indicates a higher contribution from the population-general system. During validation, we determine the weight based on the following three methods:
• Constant: λ is set to 0.5.
• Soft: λ is chosen between 0% and 100% by validating over increments of 1%. For subjects with fewer scores, there are often many weights that achieve the maximum performance. A tie-breaking heuristic is used to determine which weight to choose in this case. The largest contiguous range of weights producing the maximum performance is found and the center weight is selected as λ. This mechanism was chosen to increase the stability of the fusion by selected a weight that is furthest from other weights that cause drops in performance.
• Hard: Same as soft, except λ is only allowed to be 0% or 100%. This results in only one classifier being selected.
Performance Measures
UAR is used as the performance measure for all system and fusion validation. It is the mean percentage of each class correctly identified. This gives minority classes equal weight.
AUC is used as an additional test measure to determine a system's ability to relatively rank test outputs. Unlike UAR, it does not have a bias. It is calculated by determining the area under the curve defined by the amount of true positive and false positives at all possible thresholds.
Both measures have a chance performance of 0.5 and an ideal performance of 1. Table 2 shows a summary of results for all experiments, including the two component systems and four fusions of systems.
Results
Component Systems: The baseline system from [9] generalizes rhythmic symptoms across individuals. The subjectspecific i-vector system learns individual patterns in the voice. Between the two, rhythm has the lower standard deviation of .11 UAR. Additionally, as seen in Table 3 , no subjects perform worse than chance when using the rhythm model, showing greater stability. We hypothesize that this stability is due to the relatively larger number of samples across subjects used to train the population-general model. This means that the model remains mostly consistent between test subjects. Contrast this with the subject-specific i-vector system where the entire model changes between subjects. This results in a standard deviation of .17 UAR (Table 2 ) and four subjects performing below chance (Table 3) . However, the i-vector model performs better than the rhythm model for six subjects. This difference in performance can be further quantified by the low correlation of .12 between SVM outputs of the two component systems. Prior work has shown that uncorrelated systems are more effectively fused [34, 35] . This indicates that fusing population-general rhythm and subject-specific i-vectors will likely produce better results than either of its components.
Fusion: Soft decision fusion attained the best performance of all experiments with a significant (paired t-test) improvement over baseline of .73±.09 UAR (p=0.045) and .78±.12 AUC (p=0.020). We hypothesize that soft decision fusion works best, because it allows for direct tuning of subject contributions from both features and validation methodologies. There are strong correlations of .70 and -.67 between the respective rhythm and i-vector UARs and the mean selected weight. This demonstrates its effectiveness at selecting the best performing component system, unlike the constant decision version which is unable to moderate their contributions and has less consistent subject results (not significant, p=0.14). Additionally, there are four instances where the soft decision fusion performs better than both component systems (highlighted in Table 3 . This occurs when the weight is near 50% and there is contribution from both systems. This demonstrates its main advantage over the hard select technique -hard select can generally only perform as good as the best component system for each subject. 
Discussion
The spatial distribution of the extracted i-vectors provides insight into the effectiveness of this feature at both the individualand population-level. The i-vectors are mapped to a twodimensional space using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbour Embedding (t-SNE) [36] , a dimensionality reduction algorithm that maps similar objects to nearby points and dissimilar objects to distant points. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the euthymic and depressed calls (blue and red dots in the figure, respectively). The individual groupings of the calls are at the subject-level. This separation at the subject-level suggests that the technique is effective for differentiating between mood within a speaker, but not between speakers due to the large speaker-effect. This speaker-effect would preclude the use of a population-general i-vector classification. This effect can be mitigated using subject-specific normalization. However, this creates strong overlap between the two mood categories, suggesting that i-vectors may be most effective at the individual, rather than population, level.
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates the importance of capturing both cohort and subject-specific variations in speech to effectively detect depression in bipolar disorder. This is important for a mental health monitoring system that both aims to be able to provide immediate help to new users and improved performance over time. Our paper introduces a soft decision fusion of populationgeneral rhythm detection and subject-specific i-vector variation monitoring. The i-vectors are trained in a novel manner by using the unlabeled personal calls of individuals to learn patterns in the speech of subjects. This allows for a subject-specific system to be trained with relatively few assessment calls to effectively model individual changes in depression. The results show that the fusion significantly improves performance from the baseline of population-general rhythm.
The fusion experiments concentrated on learning the weights in a subject-specific manner because at least 4 samples of each label type were available. While this type of system worked well for depression, it may be difficult to adapt to mania. On average, subjects tend to be depressed three times more often than manic [37] . Due to this lack of data it may be necessary to consider similar subjects with more data as part of the fusion. However, this would require an investigation into subject similarities between speech phenotypes and mood. This is becoming increasingly important as we begin to model the personal calls, as population-general symptoms may be more difficult to find outside of assessments.
